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Why it is important to control distortionary 
State aid

Distortion of competition
Gross welfare loss as least efficient firms get subsidised
Subsidy races & deadweight loss of taxation
Reduced incentive for unsubsidised firms to invest and innovate
Reduced discipline of corporate governance in subsidised firms

Political commitment to avoid…
Rent seeking, lobbying, anti-austerity, political cycle

However, there may be benefits of State aid
Regional development
Competition when financial markets are weak
Externalities and public goods
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Consider a town in Europa with a disused 
military airport

RAISE YOUR HAND WHEN YOU CONSIDER THERE IS STATE AID THAT 
SHOULD BE REGULATED BY THE EC…

1. A local factory owner buys the airport to fly in just-in-time 
components
He charges his suppliers landing fees and pays them a delivery charge

2. The factory owner negotiates lower delivery charges in return for 
dropping the landing fees

3. A neighbouring factory owner observes that the airport is 
underutilised and offers to pay some of the overheads
…in return for a similar arrangement with his suppliers

4. The local private museum sees the opportunity to fly in 
passengers who will visit the museum
It offers the airport a %age of the museum’s enhanced ticket revenue, & 

requires the airport to use this to cut the passenger landing fees
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5. Lots of local businesses are benefitting from the local trade, so 
the Chamber of Commerce steps in to collect revenues from 
local businesses 
To subsidise landing fees and attract more airlines and passengers

6. The CoC notices that some businesses are free riding on the 
new traffic so the town council takes over revenue collection

7. The town council matches ERDF money to support the airport
8. The regional/MS government agrees to provide the subsidy

At same level as before
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A regional airport is a 2-sided platform

An airport matches passengers/airlines with destinations/businesses

Local businesses benefit from a positive cross-platform externality
Want more airlines & passengers

Passengers can choose between airports/platforms/destinations
Smaller benefit of having more businesses at one destination?

Key theoretical results
Lower prices on both sides if both benefit from cross-platform externality
Apparent ‘subsidy’ from side which benefits from higher positive 

externality to side which benefits less
This price structure enhances welfare (cf Ramsey pricing)

Competition between platforms strengthens this cross-subsidy
Even stronger effect if businesses cannot choose locations

cf multi-homing vs single-homing

A regional airport is a 2-sided platform

Local businesses benefit from a positive cross-platform externality
�� is benefit to businesses from each of �� more passengers

Passengers can choose between airports/platforms/destinations
Smaller �� of having each of �� businesses at one destination?

Monopoly airport
Monopoly mark-up on ‘marginal social cost’: �� � ��	� 
 �����

Competing airports
2-sided single homing in Hotelling model (Armstrong, 2006)
�� � 	� 
 �� � � and �� � 	� 
 �� � �
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How do the new draft Guidelines stack up?

Clearly, 2SP argument is open to abuse (esp. soft budget constraint), but…
No explicit recognition of cross-platform externalities in Guidelines

Market economy operator (MEO) test cannot take them into account 
[#49, but see #77(3)]

Altmark decision on SGEI requires subsidy to be for explicit public service 
obligation – which excludes local development

Negligible analysis of ‘affecting trade between MS’ or distorting 
competition with other airports or intermodal competition (#3.3)

Subsidies from airport to airlines are assessed on incremental 
profitability (better than nothing!) [#60] 

But can positive externality as an ‘anchor tenant’ be taken into account?

Is there any economic logic in passenger volume related rules 
other than that smaller airports are less profitable?

But perhaps I expect too much of an economic effects analysis in 
the political economy and dubious legal precedent of State aid

Are simple administrative rules better than nothing?

Download a free book (nothing to do with 
State aid!)…

Co-authored with my colleagues at the 
ESRC Centre for Competition Policy,
University of East Anglia (2013)
http://competitionpolicy.ac.uk/ccpbook

Interdisciplinary approach written by
behavioural, experimental, competition, 
economics & law academics


